NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
It is settled and understood that the below presented disclosure of classified information which may
provide specific data that is and should be kept private. To guarantee the security of such information,
and to preserve any privacy necessary under patent and/or commerce confidential laws, it is agreed that:

1. The Confidential data that needs to be disclosed can be described as and includes:
Invention specification(s), specialized and business data identifying with proprietary visions and
inventions, ideas, patentable thoughts, commerce secrets, illustrations and/or outlines, patent
inquiries, current and/or examined products and services, testing and growth, manufacturing,
revenue and minor information, costs, accounts and money related projections, clients,
customers, marketing, and existing or future strategies for success and models, regardless of
whether such data is assigned as classified data at the time of its disclosure.
2. The Beneficiary agrees not to unveil the classified data, Documents, Details, and Prices or any
other related and concerned data acquired from the discloser to anybody unless required to do so
by Law-Governing agencies of UAE.
3. This Document expresses the whole agreement between the parties concerning the revelation of
classified information. Any addition or changes to this Agreement should be made in writing and
signed by both parties.
4. In any of the preparations of this Agreement are found to be enforceable, the remains shall be
enforced as thoroughly as possible, and the executable preparation(s) shall be esteemed
modified to the constrained degree to allow implementation of the Agreement. WHEREFORE, the
parties admit that they have read and understood this Agreement and voluntarily accept the
duties and commitment set forth herein.
5. Dispute and Governing Law: It is a firm objective of the Disclosure that all disputes and conflicts
arising out of this Agreement shall be settled amicably by counsel between the parties. Any
disagreement of conflict which either Party believes cannot be so resolved shall be referred by
that Party to the courts of the Emirate of Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

Recipient of Confidential Information:

Disclosure of Confidential Information:

Pir Muhammad Arkam
Founder
PROTO21 3D PRINTING LLC

Name: ___________________________
Designation: _____________________
Company: ________________________

Signature:

Signature:

Stamp:

Stamp:
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